The Lee Kong Chian School of Business is a leading international school with many distinguished academic partners, including the Wharton Business School. We recently received accreditation for both Lee Kong Chian School of Business and School of Accountancy from AACSB International, making us one of the youngest universities to be awarded this prestigious accreditation. Our interactive pedagogy encourages students to challenge their peers and professors and to question conventional assumptions. Academic rigor, extensive global exposure, international student exchanges, and business study missions and commercial internships instill in students a strong spirit of enterprise, while sharpening their acumen for the real business world. Such skills mould them into versatile “all-rounder” graduates ready to change the world for the better. Seven-hundred of graduates in a wide range of careers bear testimony that many are contributing and making a difference in business and society.

WELCOME TO THE LEE KONG CHIAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS. DISCOVER A DIFFERENT U.

Common acceptance closes 1 June 2011. Accept offers now at www.smu.edu.sg/admissions